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Abstract
In this study, an oil and R-22 cooled electric motor of a SC37 hermetic compressor
manufactured by the Carrier Corporation is analyzed. The analysis includes the
identification and evaluation of the cooling management of the current design.
Two analytical models based on first principles were developed. The fluid mechanics
model, based on a fluid resistance network, is used to model the flow behavior in the
motor compartment. The model indicated that 20% of the cold suction vapor was
discharged into the upper plenum where heat was transferred from the motor compartment
to the vapor before compression. The model also indicated that the mass flow of the vapor
circulating around the motor was 81.0 lbm/hr at 90 psia and 140 F. Both the fraction and
the mass flow rate are dictated by the geometry of the motor compartment and the motor
speed. The motor heat transfer model is used to predict the steady state temperature
distribution in the motor compartment at different suction conditions and motor losses.
The model is also used to estimate the amount of heat transferred from the motor to the
suction vapor as well as to the ambient air through the shell. It is capable of predicting the
effects of physical dimension changes inside the compressor.
Two experiments were also preformed in this study. The first experiment is the
measurement of the outside convective heat transfer coefficient of the SC37 compressor
shell in a 38TKB condenser. The coefficient was determined by measuring the rate of
condensate formed on the inside an empty shell's wall while it was supplied with saturated
steam. Empirical correlations were also developed based on the measured data.
The other experiment, the dynamometer test, measured the temperature distribution inside
an instrumented SC37 compressor at different operating conditions and studied the
cooling mechanism of the motor. It was found that the motor was evidently cooled by the
cold suction vapor in the upper plenum. Motor heat was conducted to the top winding end
turns and then convected to the R-22 vapor in the upper plenum. Additional motor cooling
were done by the circulating R-22 vapor stream and heat convection through the
compressor shell to the ambient air. The results also showed that the circulating oil had
little effect in the overall motor cooling. The comparison of the results with the
simulations of the motor heat transfer model validated the model in terms of correct
predictions of the overall temperature distribution and the adjustment with the changes in
the mass flow rate and the temperature of the suction vapor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
In this thesis, an oil and R-22 cooled electric motor of a SC37 hermetic compressor
manufactured by the Carrier Corporation is analyzed. The analysis includes the
identification and evaluation of the cooling management of the current design. Analytical
models based on first principles are developed as well. The models are used to predict the
effect of changes in the present compressor configuration and operation.
1.2 Background
The hermetic compressor is the one of the basic components of the vapor-compression
refrigeration cycle, along with an expansion valve, a condenser, and an evaporator. For
air-conditioning, the condenser is placed outdoors and the evaporator is placed indoors.
The refrigerant (R-22 in this case) leaves the evaporator as a low-pressure, low-
temperature saturated or superheated vapor and enters the compressor. It is compressed
and leaves as high-pressure, high-temperature superheated vapor. The refrigerant then
enters the condenser. It is de-superheated and condensed while heat is transferred out the
condenser to outdoors' ambient air. The refrigerant leaves the condenser as high-pressure,
medium temperature, saturated liquid and enters the expansion valve, in which it expends
at constant enthalpy (assuming adiabatic expansion). It leaves the expansion valve as a
low-pressure, low-temperature, and low quality vapor and enters the evaporator. It is
evaporated to saturated state while heat is transferred from the indoor air.
The hermetic compressor studied in this project is manufactured by the Carrier
Corporation. It consists of a scroll pump and an electric motor. A schematic is shown in
Figure 1.1. Low-pressure, low-temperature R-22 vapor flows from the suction pipe into
5
the compressor. It flows past and through the deflector plate and enters the scroll pump for
compression. Compressed hot vapor is discharged to the top dome of the compressor and
flows out the compressor and into the condenser.
Wind
Stator
Rotc
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the hermetic compressor analyzed
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In the present design, a fraction of the cold R-22 vapor that flows from the suction pipe
is discharged through the bottom hole of the deflector plate and flows into the
compartment where the motor is mounted. This vapor is heated by the motor before
entering the scroll pump for compression. This ultimately increases the average inlet
vapor temperature before compression and thus leads to a reduction in the pump capacity
and efficiency. In addition, the circulation of the vapor and the lubricating oil in the motor
compartment affects the motor temperature distribution and efficiency. Thus,
understanding the flow pattern of the vapor and the lubricating oil in the motor
compartment and their roles in the motor cooling are important in the compressor analysis.
1.3 Preview
In the following chapters, two analytical models and two sets of experiments are
presented. Chapter 2 describes the fluid mechanics model and the analysis of the vapor
flow behavior in the motor compartment. This model yields estimates of the amount of the
cold vapor which is discharged through the bottom hole of the deflector plate and the
amount of the vapor circulating through the motor. The fluid resistance network, which is
an essential element of the model, is explained in detail as well.
Chapter 3 describes a motor heat transfer model. This model is based on a thermal
network composed of a number of control volumes within the motor compartment and the
knowledge of the R-22 vapor flow behavior from the fluid mechanics model. With the
inputs of the motor losses 1 and the suction conditions, the model can be used to determine
the steady state temperature distribution in the motor compartment.
Chapter 4 describes the first experiment, the measurement of the outside convective
heat transfer coefficient of the SC37 compressor shell in a 38 TKB outdoor condenser.
1. The motor losses are estimated based on the motor model by Umans [ 1].
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This measurement is needed because of the uniqueness of the air flow pattern inside the
condenser's casing. Empirical correlations are provided at well. These results are
incorporated into the motor heat transfer model.
Chapter 5 describes the second experiment, the dynamometer test. In this experiment,
the temperature distribution inside the compressor was measured at different suction
conditions and motor loads. This experiment was used to identify the cooling mechanism
of the motor and revealed the roles of the R-22 vapor and the circulating oil in the motor
cooling. The experimental results are compared to the simulations from the motor heat
transfer model to show how good the model is.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings in this study and provides recommendations for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Analytical Model 1: The Fluid Mechanics Model
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the R-22 vapor flow behavior inside the SC37 compressor.
First, the flow paths inside the compressor are identified. Then each flow path is
transformed into the fluid mechanics model which is a fluid resistance network. The model
is used to estimate the overall volume flow rate as well as the fraction diverted into each
branch.
2.2 Vapor flow paths inside the SC37 compressor
By examining the physical arrangement of each component inside the SC37
compressor, two systems of vapor flow paths were identified. One consists the flow path
from the suction pipe to the scroll pump and the other consists the flow paths of the R-22
vapor circulating through the motor.
2.2.1 Flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll pump
There are two parallel branches, which are labelled as "m" and "g", from region "a"
(the end of the suction pipe) to "b" (the entrance of the scroll pump), as shown on Figure
2.1. Of all the cold vapor which flows through the suction pipe, the most, with a volume
flow rate of Qm, flows past the deflector plate and through the 90* plastic elbow before
entering into the scroll pump. A smaller amount of the vapor, with a volume flow rate of
Qg, is discharged through the hole at the bottom of the deflector plate and flows into the
upper plenum above the motor. Under steady-state conditions, the conservation of mass
dictates that the same flow rate of vapor (Qg) from the upper plenum simultaneously
enters the region "b" through the gaps around the plastic elbow. Note that while the vapor
is flowing through the upper plenum, heat is transferred from the motor compartment. The
9
leaving temperature of the vapor circulating through the motor is higher than that which
flows past the deflector and through the elbow. The fluid mechanics model is used to
determine the fraction of the total vapor flowing from the suction pipe (Qt) which passes
through the bottom hole of the deflector plate.
Qm
Ai
V
Suction pipe
Deflecl
Upper plenum
Qg
Suction vapor
-~--- Vapor in main branch "m'
<_-- Vapor in branch "g" 
a - >x+ Q
Figure 2.1: Flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll pump
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2.2.2 Flow paths circulating through the motor
For the vapor flow paths circulating through the motor, it is assumed that certain
amount of the vapor in the upper plenum flows downward through the two outer gaps (the
two "big" semi-circular gaps, one is directly below the deflector plate and the other one is
180° off phase) between the stator core and the shell into the lower plenum and returns by
flowing up through the inner gap (the annulus gap between the rotor and the stator), as
shown in Figure 2.2. The whole circulation of the vapor is propelled by a radial pressure
rise across the upper plenum. This pressure rise is generated by the spinning of the shaft's
counterweight in the upper plenum. The mechanism is described in Section 2.3.
Counter
-..
*
0
aO
v
Upp4
otor
4---
I-
Lower plenum
L
( - Circulating R-22 vapor
Figure 2.2: Flow paths circulating through the motor
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2.3 Elements of the model: Fluid resistance and the "pump"
2.3.1 Fluid resistance
The fluid resistance as used in the model is defined as the magnitude of the slope of the
curve of pressure versus flow rate. It reflects the head lossl in the fluid due to wall friction,
abrupt change in cross-sectional area, and fittings. The expression for the fluid resistance
is developed from the definition of the head loss coefficient:
pQ 2AP- s2A2 (2.1)
2A
where Cf is the head loss coefficient
aP is the pressure loss
p is the density of the vapor
Q is the volume flow rate of the vapor
A is the cross-sectional area
Then the expression for the fluid resistance (R) is:
dP pIQIR -d= CfP - (2.2)
Note that the value of Cf is determined by the geometric characteristics of the region.
For each type of fitting, its value is different.
Using the analogy between an electrical network and a flow system with multiple
paths, the head losses can be converted into a fluid resistance network with the
characteristics which are similar to an electrical network. Table 2.1 shows the comparison
of the elements between the fluid resistance network and the electrical network.
1. The detailed definition of fluid head loss can be found in Marks' Standard Handbook for
Mechanical Engineers by Avallone and Baumeister III. [2].
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the elements between the fluid resistance and electrical network
Electrical Network Fluid Resistance Network
Potential difference V Pressure difference aP
Current A Flow rate Q
R C pl QIResistance R-V/A Resistance R=cf-P-- (2.2)
A
With the transformation of the problem into fluid resistance network, the volume flow
rates of a flow path and its multiple branches in series or parallel can be solved using
techniques similar to those used in solving electrical networks.
2.3.2 The "pump"
The circulation of the vapor around the motor compartment, as described in section
2.2.2, is propelled by a radial pressure rise. It is generated by the spinning of the shaft's
counterweight at the upper plenum, which acts as the "pump". From Euler's equation for
radial equilibrium, the pressure gradient normal to a streamline is defined as follows:
dP P 2dP _ P (2.3)rr
where P is the radial pressure, r is the radial distance from the shaft's center at the upper
plenum, and u is the velocity of the flow. Due to the spinning of the counterweight, the
vapor at the upper plenum is stirred up. Assuming that the vapor next to the outer radius of
the counterweight has the same velocity as the counterweight at that radius and that ur is a
constant from there out, the above Euler's equation (EQ 2.3) becomes:
dP ,3 (2.4)dr r
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where C is a constant equal to the tip velocity of the counterweight (Vi) times the outer
radius of the counterweight (R i), i.e. C=vI. Ri. See Figure 2.3 for the schematic of the
upper plenum. Integrating EQ 2.4 over the region of the upper plenum, from outer radius
of the counterweight to the inner radius of the shell (Ro), the pressure rise (APO) is
calculated as follows:
AP0 = - ( Ri) 2 (2.5)
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the upper plenum, with counterweight
2.4 Fluid resistance network
Using the fluid resistance and the "pump", described in Section 2.3, two fluid
resistance networks are formed for the two systems of flow paths. Head loss coefficient for
each fluid resistance can be found in the reference books [3] and [4].
2.4.1 Flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll pump
Figure 2.4 shows the fluid network of the flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll
pump. It consists two fluid resistances parallel to each other.
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Figure 2.4: Fluid network for the flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll pump
Fluid resistance (Rm) represents the fluid resistance in the main flow path m and
includes both the head losses due to the duct friction along the plate and the 90° elbow,
which is:
L PQnm PQmR, = ('2-- + CB90o ' 2 (2.6)
Am Am
L
where (f. ) = head loss coefficient for duct friction along the plateD
L = duct length
Dh = hydraulic diameter
f = friction factor of the duct
CB9 = head loss coefficient for the 90' elbow
Qm = volume flow rate of the vapor in the main flow path
Am = average horizontal cross-sectional area of the duct along the plate
The other fluid resistance (Rg) represents the fluid resistance through the bottom hole of
the deflector plate, which is:
R = K. (2.7)
Ag
where Ke = head loss coefficient for the orifice (the bottom hole)
Ag = cross-sectional area of the orifice
It is assumed that the fluid resistance of the bottom hole of the deflector plate dominates in
this flow branch with its relatively small cross-sectional area compared with other regions
(e.g., the annular gap between the scroll pump and the shell).
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Using the technique similar to that used in solving an electrical network (Kirchhoff's
Voltage Law), an equation can be obtained by summing all the pressure differences of the
close loop of the network:
-f '.L+C o ' '(Q-Q) -Ke 2 (2.8)
C DL A mP s A m Ag
where Qt = Qg + Qm
The above equation can be simplified and leads to an equation of Qg in terms of Qt:
QQg' Q(2.9)
Qg A, I Ke
+( A) L
Th B90
With knowledge of the fluid properties for the vapor, the fraction Qg/Qt can be found.
2.4.2 Flow paths circulating through the motor
A similar procedure can be used to determine the volume flow rates of the flow paths
circulating through the motor. Figure 2.5 shows the fluid network for this system. It
consists of two paths flowing down the two outer gaps and one flowing up the inner gap.
Qc Qc
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
Figure 2.5: Fluid network for the flow paths circulating through the motor
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The value of each fluid resistance is based on the geometric characteristics for each
element along the path. These are described as follows:
* AP0 : pressure difference normal to the streamlines, as shown in EQ 2.5
* R1: fluid resistance due to duct contraction at the entrance of each outer gap
pQ
R1 = Kcl 2 (2.10)
Acl
where Kc1 = head loss coefficient for duct contraction at the entrance
Qc = volume flow rate of the vapor circulating down in each outer gap
AC1 = cross-sectional area of the outer gap
* R2: fluid resistance due to wall friction along each outer gap between the stator and the
shell
R2-f2 *DL A (2.11)
L
where f2 L = head loss coefficient for duct friction along the outer gap
L = length of the outer gap
Dh = hydraulic diameter of the outer gap
f2 = friction factor of the duct along the outer gap
Ac2 = cross-sectional area of the outer gap
* R3: fluid resistance due to duct expansion at the exit of each outer gap
pQcR 3 = Ke3 (2.12)
c3
where Kc 3 = head loss coefficient for duct expansion at the exit
Ac3 = cross-sectional area of the outer gap
* R4: fluid resistance due to duct contraction at the entrance of the inner gap
R4 = K4 p(2 Q) (2.13)
Ac4
where Kc4 = head loss coefficient for duct contraction at the entrance
Ac4 = cross-sectional area of the inner gap
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· aP5 : pressure loss due to the windage along the inner gap
A P5 =
i (( ( 2 Q )))
w sinyatan cVTA A AJJAc5
Ac5
(2.14)
where xw = shear stress generated because of the windage
Aw = cylindrical surface area of the rotor along the inner gap
Ac5 = cross-sectional area of the inner gap
VT = velocity of the rotor
· R6: fluid resistance due to duct expansion at the exit of the inner gap
p (2 Qc)
R 6 = Ke6 ' 2
Ac6
(2.15)
where Kc6 = head loss coefficient for duct expansion at the exit
Ac6 = cross-sectional area of the inner gap
Using the similar procedure in solving for Qg (KVL), an equation can be obtained by
summing all the pressure differences around one of the closed loops of the network:
(R + R2 + R3) · Qc + R4 · (2 Qc) + APs + R6 - (2 Qc) - AP 0 = 0 (2.16)
for which leads to an equation can be solved for Qc:
I QC L P~c PQC p(2-Q C) 'r sin ((a+f.-. -+K + (2-Q) +
A2 Dh A A C A2 
+
-
(2 )-C- (V. Ri) =0Note tha2t tc6 2 r 2 R2
Note that the total mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor circulating throul
2*Qc.
Itan (· ' )) Aw
Ac5
c5 (2.17)
gh the motor equals
2.5 Circulation of the Lubricating Oil
As shown in Figure 2.6, the lubricating oil is treated as being in closed circulation
around the motor compartment. It flows down under the influence of gravity along the
outer gaps to the oil sump at the bottom of the lower plenum. While the oil is flowing
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down the outer gaps, it forms thin films along either the core or the shell surface. The
accumulated oil at the oil sump flows up through the inclined tube in the shaft which acts
as an oil pump. The oil exits through the top of the shaft or the side holes and flows into
the upper plenum. The oil disperses across the upper plenum and lands on the top of the
core. Finally, the oil flows down the outer gaps and the process repeats itself.
U
Inclined oil tube
. 1
Upper plenum L
0E
E
I.
itMr
X/
Dotor
Lower plenum
-(_ Circulating oil)
Figure 2.6: Circulation of the lubricating oil
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With the conditions mOIL equaled 110 Ibm/hr, POlL equaled 54.8 bm/ft 3 and FtOIL
equaled 16.5 bm/ft-hr 1, the thickness of the oil film2 flowing down due to the gravity
along the outer gaps inside the compressor shell was estimated to be 0.018 in. The film
thickness was small compared with space of the outer gap (0.4 in maximum for the outer
gaps). This result validated the present fluid mechanics model, which doesn't include a
contribution to the pressure drop due to the flowing lubricating oil film. The effects on the
motor heat transfer due to the oil circulating through the motor will be included in the
motor heat transfer model, however.
2.6 Numerical calculations
Appendix A shows the calculation of each individual fluid resistance used in EQ 2.5-
2.15. The dimensions inside the SC37 compressor were obtained from the Carrier
Corporation. The thermophysical properties of the R-22 vapor were evaluated at the
pressure and the average temperatures measured in the UTRC's testing report on a SC37
scroll compressor [7] at the cycle condition 45/110/65 [450F Tse; 110°F Tsc; 65°F Tsuct] .
Using EQ 2.9, Qg/Qt was found to be 20% at the specified cycle condition. Note that
the density term has been cancelled out in EQ 2.9 and the fraction is dictated by the
velocity and geometry only. It is not very temperature dependent. Thus the fraction 20%
will be about the same at different cycle conditions as long as the geometry doesn't change
inside the compressor. Also note that not all the cold vapor, which is discharged through
the bottom hole of the deflector, flows down the outer gap (beneath the bottom hole) to the
lower plenum under the motor. In fact, the cold vapor is partially diverted with a portion
flowing down the outer gap and the remainder mixing with the hot vapor in the upper
1. The values were obtained from Raymond DeBlois of UTRC.
2. The calculation was based on the falling film flow of vertical annular flow without shear.
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plenum. The amount of the cold vapor, which flows down the outer gap, has been
measured and controlled in the dynamometer test.
Solving EQ 2.17, the volume flow rate of the vapor circulating around the motor
(=2Qc) was found to be 0.0170 ft3/sec. It is equivalent to a mass flow rate (MC) of 81.0
ibm/hr at 140°F and a pressure of 90 psia. The value of (2Qc) is dictated by the motor
speed and the geometry of the motor compartment. It is not very temperature dependent.
Therefore this value can be used for different cycle conditions for the same motor speed
and dimensions of the motor compartment. Calculation of the mass flow rate of the
circulating vapor will be required for compressors of different sizes since the values of the
fluid resistances will be different. However, the same fluid mechanics model is still valid.
21
Chapter 3
Analytical Model 2: The Motor Heat Transfer Model
3.1 Introduction
The motor heat transfer model is used to predict the steady state temperature
distribution in the motor compartment at different suction conditions and motor loads. In
the model, the whole motor compartment, including the upper and lower plenums, is
divided into several control volumes. Using the steady state conservation of energy
principle for each control volume, the temperatures of each motor component as well as
those of the surrounding regions are assembled into a thermal network in the form of a
system of equations. The heat generated from each motor component due to motor losses1
and the suction vapor temperature are the inputs and the interior component temperatures
are the unknowns. The temperature unknowns are determined by solving the system of
equations simultaneously.
3.2 Thermal network
From the steady state energy balance on a control volume with multiple inlet and
outlet flow streams 2:
Q-W i= XmCn heX m rh (3.1)
OUT IN
where Q = the rate of heat transfer into the system
= the rate of work done by the system
mN, ,OUT = mass flow rate of each inlet and exit flow stream respectively
hN, hUTr = enthalpies corresponding to the each inlet and exit flow stream
respectively
1. Motor losses are estimated using the motor model by Umans. [ 1]
2. In the equation, potential- and kinetic-energy changes are assumed negligible and their terms are
dropped.
22
Q is the net heat transfer across the boundary of the control volume and the volume
heating due to the losses of in the motor components and of the bearings. Note that for a
vapor (or oil) stream, the change in energy term can be simplified to:
I( m h - Em h) - (rh. Cp. (TOUT-TIN)) vapor (3.2)
OUT IN vapor
where TIN, TOUT = temperatures of the vapor stream entering and exiting the control
volume respectively
Cp = specific heat of the vapor at constant pressure
For the SC37 compressor, nine circumferential control volumes (CV1 to CV9) were
defined in the model, as shown in Figure 3.1, along with the vapor flow path from the
suction pipe to the scroll pump, the vapor flow paths circulating through the motor, and the
flow path of the circulating oil. The description of the split zone, the oil circulation, and
the detailed energy balance for each control volume are presented in the following
subsections.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the control volumes defined for SC compressor
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3.2.1 The "split" zone
The "split" zone is the control volume below the hole at the bottom of the deflector
plate (CV9). The following mechanism is assumed for partitioning the cold vapor which is
discharged from the bottom hole of the deflector plate between that circulated through the
motor and that immediately mixed in the upper plenum. Of the amount of rn2 1 being
discharged through the bottom hole of the deflector plate, a fraction of it (=frac 2. t 2 ) is
mixed with the warm vapor and the circulating oil leaving the upper plenum and flowing
into CV9. The resultant mixture flows down the outer gap (CV6). The fraction, frac2, is
determined by the geometry of the mixing zone. The conservation of mass of the R-22
vapor in CV9 leads to the following equation:
frac 2 rh2 +frac ·tI = i, (3.3)
where mni = the mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor circulating through the motor2
fracl = fraction of rhi flowing from CV8
Note that same amount of circulating oil flows in and out of the control volume. The
remaining cold vapor ( (1 -frac 2) · rh2 ) flows directly into CV8. Figure 3.2 is a schematic
of the flow splitting and mixing mechanism mentioned above.
1. The fluid mechanics model, described in Chapter 2, predicted 20% of the cold vapor was
discharged through the hole at the condition of 90 psia and 60 F.
2. The fluid mechanics model predicted rhl was 81.0 Ibm/hr at a condition of 90 psia and 140 'F.
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Circulating vapor
Circulating oil
.,!""1' li- Cold vapor
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the flow splitting and mixing mechanism in CV9
3.2.2 Thermal influence of the lubricating oil
As described in Section 2.5, the lubricating oil is assumed to be in a closed circulation
path around the motor compartment. Here, it is further assumed that the oil exits CV8 at
the same temperature as the core. The thin oil film on the top of the core has high thermal
conductivity and is assumed to reach a thermal equilibrium with the core while it flows
towards the outer gaps. When the oil flows across the entrance to the outer gaps, part of
the oil stream crosses the warm R-22 vapor stream. Because of this intimate contact, both
streams are assumed to be equal in temperature. Furthermore, it is assumed that this oil
temperature is the same as the R-22 vapor in the outer gaps and in the lower plenum.
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3.2.3 Control volumes
Refer to Figure 3.3, where the temperatures for various regions around the motor are
defined. For each control volume, a steady state energy balance is provided.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the control volumes with defined temperatures
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*CV1:
CV1 includes the oil in the inclined oil tube inside the shaft in the rotor. It is bounded a
plane just above the lower journal bearing and one just above the upper bearing. Oil flows
in from the lower plenum at TLG. While the oil flows up, heat is transferred between the
oil and the rotor. Heat generated from the upper bearing (Qu_bearing) is assumed to be
added to the oil in this control volume. The oil leaves the control volume at To. The energy
balance is:
Qo + TG
Q._eang + hoAo (T - ( 2 )) = ioCo(TO- TLG) (3.4)
where rh = the mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor circulating around the motor
Co = specific heat capacity of the circulating oil
ho = heat transfer coefficient between the rotor and the oil stream
A0 = cylindrical area of the oil tube for heat transfer
*CV2:
CV2 is the rotor. It is assumed to be at a uniform temperature of T 1 due to its high
axial thermal conductivity and the relatively small rotor losses, QROTOR. The rotor
exchanges heat with the circulating oil in the oil tube at the temperature of ( 2 and
also exchanges heat with the R-22 vapor in the inner gap at TG1. The heat transfer from
the top and the bottom of the rotor is neglected in this model. The energy balance is:
T + TLG
QROTOR - hlAl (TI - TGI) = hoAo (T I - ( 2 ) (3.5)
where h= heat transfer coefficient in the inner gap
Al = cylindrical surface area of the rotor for heat transfer
· CV3:
CV3 is the inner gap between the rotor and the stator in which the R-22 vapor flows
from the lower plenum (CV7) at TLG. While the vapor is flowing up along the gap, heat is
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transferred between the vapor at TG1 and the rotor at T1 and also between the vapor and
the stator windings at a uniform temperature, T2W. The vapor leaves at TUG1 and flows
into the upper plenum (CV8). The energy balance is:
QFRIC + hlAI (T1 - TGI) -hlAl (TGI - T2 w) = rhl Cg (TuGI - TLG) (3.6)
where QFRC= windage loss due to shear
ml = the mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor circulating around the motor
Cg = specific heat of the R-22 vapor
It is assumed that the heat transfer coefficients between the vapor and the rotor and
between the vapor and the stator windings are the same. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the vapor temperature within the gap, TG1, is the average of the temperature entering and
exiting the gap, i.e.:
TGI = (TLG+ TUG1) (3.7)
CV4:
CV4 includes the stator windings. It is assumed the windings are at a uniform
temperature, T2w. The heat generated in the windings (QWINDINGS) is either conducted to
the stator core or convected to the inner gap as well as both the upper and lower plenums.
The energy balance is:
QwINDING-hwcAw (T2w - T2C) + hlA 1 (TGI - T2w)
-hwAw l (T 2 w- TUG)-hw2Aw 2 (T2w- TLG) = 0
where hwc = heat transfer coefficient between the windings and the core
Awc= effective contact area for heat transfer
hw, W2 = convective heat transfer coefficients of the top and bottom stator
winding end turns respectively
Awl,w2 = corresponding areas of the top and bottom winding end turns which
are exposed to the upper and lower plenums for heat transfer
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*CV5:
CV5 is the stator core. It experiences a net electrical losses of QCORE and is at a
uniform temperature of T2C. Heat is transferred through the core, the windings at T2W, the
shell at T3 and the vapor/oil streams in the two outer gaps which are at TG2. It is assumed
that the core transfers heat to the shell both through the direct contact and across the thin
gaps (other than the two "big" outer gaps) which are filled with R-22 vapor. It is assumed
that there is negligible axial flow in those thin gaps. The heat transfer across the narrow
gaps is modelled as heat conduction through a thin layer of R-22 vapor. The energy
balance is:
QCORE +hcAwc (T2w- T2C) - h2A2 (T 2c- TG2) - h2cA2c (T 2c - T3) = 0 (3.9)
where h2 = heat transfer coefficient between the core and the oil/vapor in the outer
gap
h2C = heat transfer coefficient between the core and the shell (combined heat
transfer through direct contact and across the thin gaps)
A2,2C = effective areas for heat transfer of the corresponding heat transfer
coefficients
CV6:
CV6 consists of the two outer gaps. Circulating oil and R-22 vapor at TUG2 flow in
from CV9 and flow out at TLG2 to CV 7 after heat is transferred between the mixture, the
core, and the shell. The energy balance is:
h2A2 (T 2 C- TG2) -h 2A 2 (TG2 - T3) = oCo (TLG2 - TUG2) + tl Cg (TLG2 - TUG2) (3.10)
It is assumed that the vapor temperature, TG2, is the average of the temperature entering
and exiting the gap, i.e.:
1
TG2 = (TLo + TUG2) (3.11)
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· CV7:
CV7 is the lower plenum, below the motor. Circulating oil and R-22 vapor flow in
from CV6 at TLG2 and flow out at TLG, the average lower plenum temperature. Heat is
transferred from the windings to the control volume and from the control volume to the
shell. Also, heat generated from the lower bearings (Q1) is added to the control volume.
The energy balance is:
Ql+hw2Aw2 (T 2w-TLG) -hlA (TLG-T3) = rhoCo(TLG-TLG2) + hl Cg (TLG -TLG2) (3.12)
where h = heat transfer coefficient between the lower plenum and the shell
Al = effective area for heat transfer
· CV8:
CV8 is the upper plenum. It includes the region above the motor and below the
separating plate but excludes the scroll pump and the main suction duct inside the
deflector plate. The cold R-22 vapor ( (1-frac2) rh2) at TSUCT and the hot R-22 vapor at
TUGI from CV3 flow into the control volume and are assumed to reach an equilibrium
temperature of TUG because of the mixing facilitated by the spinning counterweight. The
circulating oil at To flows from CV1 and enters CV9 at T2 C (as described in Section
3.2.2). A fraction of the warm vapor (fracl, m ) enters CV9 along with the warm
circulating oil. The remaining warm vapor ( rm2 ) leaves the control volume and enters the
scroll pump suction port to be compressed. Heat transfer from the discharge port, as well
as from the bottom of the scroll pump is represented as Qu. Heat transferred also occurs
between the control volume, the stator windings, and the shell. The energy balance is:
Q, + hwlAw, (T2 w - TUG) - hA, (TUG - T3 )
= hoCo (T2c-To) + riz2CgTUG+ rlCg fraclTUG (3.13)
- m 1 CgTUGI - m,2Cg (1 -frac 2) TsUCT
where hu = heat transfer coefficient between the upper plenum and the shell
Au = effective area for heat transfer
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Using EQ 3.3 (conserving the mass in the vapor streams), EQ 3.13 yields a simplified
form:
Qu + hlAwI (T2w - TUG) - hAu (TUG - T3)
= rthoCo (T 2 c-TO) + hl Cg (TUG- TUGI) + rh2Cg (1 -frac 2) (TUG- TSUCT)
*CV9:
CV9 is the split zone described in the previous section (3.2.1). Its energy balance is:
0 = rhCo (T 2C -TUG2) + r2frac 2CgTsUCT + tfracCgTUG - di CgTu G 2 (3.15)
An additional energy balance is applied to the shell of the compressor to obtain the
following equation:
h2A 2 (TG 2 - T3 ) + h2 cA2C (T 2 - T3) + h1AI (TLG-T 3 ) + huA (TuG - T 3) - h3A 3 (T3 - T 4) = 0 (3.16)
where h3 = total ( sum of convective and radiative) heat transfer coefficient
A3 = effective shell area for heat transfer
T4 = ambient temperature
Appendix B shows the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients used in the model
for a SC37 compressor.
3.2.4 Resulting system of equations
EQ 3.4 to 3.16 constitutes a system of 12 equations and 13 unknowns. Using frac2 as a
parameter that is adjusted on the basis of Experiment 2 described in Chapter 5, the system
of equations becomes soluble and the unknowns can be evaluated simultaneously. The
resulting system of equations, in a 12x12 matrix format, is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The system of equations of the heat transfer model (continued from the
previous page)
3.3 Cooling mechanism for the motor
In the motor heat transfer model, part of the heat generated from the motor
compartments is carried away by the cold suction vapor drawn into the upper plenum. The
cold suction vapor which is discharged into the plenum (CV8) then mixes with hot vapor
already in the plenum. The mixed vapor then leaves the plenum and enters the scroll pump
for compression, as described in Section 2.2.1. For this reason, supplying more cold vapor
means increasing the cooling capacity of the vapor stream passing through the plenum and
its ability to extract heat from the motor compartment. Heat is transferred to the upper
plenum by convection from the top of the core and the top winding end turns. Heat is
conducted upwards from the various parts of the motor by the windings with their
relatively high thermal conductivity. It is then convected to the vapor in the plenum. The
circulating vapor and oil streams (described in Section 2.2.2) also "transport" part of the
heat generated from the motor to the upper plenum as these fluids circulate through the
motor.
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Additional cooling of the motor is done by convection across the outer gaps through
the shell and to the ambient air. Heat generated in the stator is also conducted to the shell
through the direct contact between the core and the shell surface.
3.4 Implementation of the model using a Fortran computer program
A Fortran computer program1 , as shown in Appendix C, was written to solve the
system of equations. This program facilitates the calculation of the solution for different
suction conditions and motor loads. For a fixed geometry configuration and all heat
transfer coefficients determined, the model can determine the steady state temperature
distribution and the amount of heat being transferred to the cold vapor at different input
conditions. The input variables are:
1. Suction temperature (TSUCT)
2. System mass flow rate into the compressor (m0 )
3. Fraco, the fraction of the cold R-22 vapor which is discharged into the upper plenum
4. Frac2, the fraction of the cold R-22 vapor flows down the outer gaps
5. Ambient temperature (T4 )
6. Losses from each motor's component (QROTOR, QWINDINGS, and QCORE)
This program is also capable of predicting the effect of any physical dimension change
inside the compressor. It is useful as an analytical tool for examining future design
changes. For example, to examine the effect of changing the direct contact area between
the stator core and the shell can be done by adjusting the value of the variable A2C in the
program.
1. In the computer program, two subroutines used, ludcmp and lubksb, were copied from the
computer files of Numerical Recipes by Press. [8]
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Chapter 4
Experiment 1: Measurement of the Outside Convective
Heat Transfer Coefficient of the SC37 Compressor Shell
in a 38 TKB Outdoor Condenser
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an experiment is described in which the outside convective heat
transfer coefficient from the SC37 compressor shell to the surroundings in a 38TKB
condenser was measured. The coefficient was determined by measuring the condensate
formed inside an empty SC37 shell while it was supplied with saturated steam. Empirical
correlations of the measured data are provided for the calculation of the coefficient for this
system and other, geometrically similar, systems.
Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of the system. The SC37 compressor shell is roughly
bullet-shaped. The shell is placed on stubby legs inside the 38TKB outdoor condenser
with air flowing in from 3 sides. The air passes through a set of heat exchanger coils and
then flows out through the top opening. The air flow is propelled by the condenser's fan at
the top opening of the casing. Heat released inside the shell will be transferred to the air
stream because of the temperature difference between the shell and the air stream. The
outside convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients (ho0 v and had) from the
compressor shell to the surroundings are defined below.
q = hTotalA (Ts-To) (4.1)
and hTotal = hconv + hrad (4.2)
where q = the total heat transfer from the shell
A = the area
Ts = the shell temperature
To = the surrounding temperature outside the shell.
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While hrad can be estimated using the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, the uniqueness of the air
flow pattern for this system requires measurements to determine honv 
air out
.t A 
Front View
air in
22 in -
in
Side View
Fan
20 in -
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the system
4.2 Procedure
4.2.1 Setup
In this experiment, an empty shell replaces the hermetic compressor in the condenser
unit casing. With the fan blowing as usual, the interior of the shell is injected with
saturated steam at a pressure very close to atmospheric pressure. The heat transfer from
the shell surface causes condensate to form on the inside wall of the shell. The heat
transfer rate (q) can be inferred from the condensation rate( ni):
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q = mh hfg = hTotalA (Ts-To) (4.3)
where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization of the steam.
Thus, by measuring the area of the shell (A), the temperatures (Ts & T), and the rate
at which condensate accumulates, hTotal can be calculated. Inside the empty shell, several
condensate collectors (gutters) and rubber tubes have been installed to collect the water
condensed from four separate sections: the top dome, the upper vertical section, the
middle vertical section, and the lower section. The top dome corresponds to the region
inside the shell where the hot R-22 vapor is discharged from the scroll pump. The upper
vertical section corresponds to the region outside the scroll pump. The middle vertical
section corresponds to the region outside the motor. The lower section includes the oil
sump and the stubby legs. See Figure 4.2 for the setup.
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Figure 4.2: Setup of the experiment
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4.2.2 Assumptions
Several assumptions are made in reducing the data from this experiment. The
temperature inside the empty shell as well as at the shell surface is taken to be 672 R (212
°F), which is the saturation temperature of water at atmospheric pressure. In essence we
are assuming that the thermal resistances of the shell material and the condensing film are
negligible compared to the air film on the outside surface1. In addition, the steam is
supplied slightly in excess until vapor comes out of the rubber tubes. This insures that the
entire shell is active in transferring heat at the nominal inside temperature. It also insures
the removal of any non-condensable gas which enters with the steam.
4.2.3 Measurement
In the experiment, the time (t) it takes for the condensate from each section to be
collected in container of volume (v) is measured. Then the condensation rate () is
calculated as follows:
i =v p/t (4.4)
where p = the density of the condensate which saturated water in this case
The reduced form of the Stefan-Botlzmann Law gives an expression for the
radiation heat transfer coefficient hrad:
hrad = (Ts + T) (T2+ To) (4.5)
where a = 0.1714x10 8 Btu/hr-ft2-R4 (the Stefan-Boltzmann constant)
e = 0.9 (the emissivity of the painted shell)
Ts = 672 R (212 F)
To = 540 R (80 F)
yielding rad = 1.40 Btu/hr-ft2 -F'. After hrad is found, hconv can be calculated using EQ
4.2.
1. The estimated thermal resistance (l/h) for the shell material and the condensing film for the
steam are 0.8x10-3 and 2.70x10-4 [(Btu/hr-ft2 -F)- '] respectively while the outside resistance is in
the order of 101 [(Btu/hr-ft2 -F)-']
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4.2.4 Empirical correlations calculation
The empirical correlations for calculating the convective heat transfer coefficient are
based on the general form for external flow over a surfacel:
NuL = CRe7Pr 1/3 (4.6)
or h coneL = C( L) mrll 3 (4.7)k o
where NuL, Re, and Pr are the Nusselt, Reynolds, and Prandtl Numbers respectively.
The values of C and m depend on the characteristic of the flow and the geometry of the
surface. All fluid properties are evaluated at the film temperature (Tf = 2 ). Note that2
EQ 4.6 and 4.7 do not account for natural convection as it is assumed that the effects of the
natural convection are small compared to the forced convection from the shell's surface.
Using the results from these measurements, three correlations are constructed. The
regions are the top dome, the vertical section, and the lower section. In the correlations,
the vertical section includes both the upper and middle sections and the calculated hcov is
the area average of the two. The union of the upper and middle sections in the correlation
is needed in order to facilitate and simplify the usage of the correlation. For each section
that is distinguished, a type of flow field must be assumed in order to define the
appropriate characteristic length (L) and velocity (V). While the air velocity over the shell
surface increases with elevation, V for each section is calculated based on the following
formula:
o oll Average elevation of the section
I1 Vtotal ( Elevation of the fan
AreaAR AreaAR
where V1ol = average air volume flow rate flowing over each section
1. Validity of the general form is explained in many heat transfer textbooks. The suggested
reference is Introduction to Heat Transfer by Incropera and DEWitt [6].
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Vol,o,al = total air volume flow rate flowing through the fan (specified by the
fan capacity)
AreaAR = Area of the annular ring formed by the compressor shell and the
casing
In above formula, air is assumed to be flowing into the casing uniformly through the
condenser's coil. Thus the ratio Vol of a section to roI,Ot,, is proportional to the average
elevation of the section to the elevation of the fan (the height of the casing). For the
38TKB condenser, 1'oltotal is 1900 cfm, the elevation of the fan is 16 in, and AreaAR is
2.86 ft2. Over the top dome, the flow is believed to separate, leaving as a wake. The
diameter of the shell is the characteristic dimension of the dome and thus should be used
as L. For the vertical section, the air flows approximately as it would in parallel flow over
a flat plate, where both the velocity and the thermal boundary layers develop from the base
of the vertical section of the shell. So L is length of the vertical section, measured from the
base where the section and the stubby legs intersect. The heat transfer over the lower
section is more complex than that for the vertical section and the top dome. There are
several modes of convective heat transfer present: forced convection at the bottom region
of the shell, heat transfer enhancement through the stubby legs acting as fins, and natural
convection in the gap beneath the shell. Nevertheless, the general form of EQ 4.6 and the
procedures to find m and C will be used as a first approximation for the empirical
correlation. The length of the stubby leg is used as L. See Figure 4.3 for the schematic
drawing of the shell with the location of L's indicated.
In order to find m, the speed of the fan was varied and the resulting hconv
determined. Taking the ratio of EQ 4.7 for the 2 sets of conditions:
- ( V= ) (4.9)
.Different fan sp eds ar  achieved by using a variable frequency AC power generator.
1. Different fan speeds are achieved by using a variable frequency AC power generator.
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Assuming the air velocity flowing inside is directly proportional to the fan speed (co), EQ
4.9 becomes:
hconvl ii () (4.10)
nconvo ,o
Using a strobotac to determine the fan speeds, m can be calculated from EQ 4.10. C can
then be calculated using EQ 4.7 and the measured value of hon. Note that for the vertical
section, the average ,on, of the upper and middle vertical sections were used to calculate
m and C.
D 
Top dome
Vertical section
(including the upper and middle sections)
Lower section
"-- L
Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the compressor's shell
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4.3 Results and Discussions
A total of 9 runs were completed in the experiment at Tf = 606 R (146 F). Run# 1
and 3 were done at the normal fan speed of 1100 rpm. Other runs were done at different
fan speeds, varying between 525 and 1100 rpm. The condensation rate data acquired are
listed in Appendix D. For each section, the average condensation rate values were used to
determine hTotal and hconv using EQ 2.2, EQ 2.3, and the value of hrad 1. The calculations
are detailed in Appendix D. Table 4.1 shows the average measured values of hTotal and
hconv at normal fan speed (1100 rpm) and Figure 4.4 show the average hconv versus
different fan speeds.
Table 4.1: Average measured values of htotal and hconv at Normal fan speed
htotal hconv
[Btu/hr-ft 2-F] [Btu/hr-ft 2 -F]
Top dome 8.56 7.16
Upper vertical section 6.08 4.68
Middle vertical section 5.53 4.13
Lower section 4.32 2.92
1. hrad = 1.40 Btu/hr-ft2 -F (calculated in Procedure section).
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Figure 4.4: Average hconv versus fan speed
From Figure 4.4, co,,,n increases monotonically with the speed of the fan and the
elevation of the shell, except in Run# 2. The relatively high values for hconv at normal fan
speed suggests that forced convection is the dominant mode of the heat transfer from the
shell, compared with radiation (1.4 Btu/hr-ft2-F) and natural convection (- 1 Btu/hr-ft2 -F).
After Run# 2 was completed, a trace of steam was found coming out the crack
between the top dome and the vertical section. This could have increased the local
effective air temperature and reduced the amount of condensate formed. The crack was
sealed using silicon sealant before Run# 3 was performed. From the plotted data shown in
Figure 4.4, a lower than expected conv was measured in Run# 2 probably because of the
significant effect of the escaped steam to the heat transfer at low fan speed. For this reason,
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the data of Run# 2 were not used in the calculation of coefficients "m" and "C".
The exponent m and the coefficient "C" for each section were calculated using the
equations described in the Procedure section (EQ 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10). hcov and o at the
normal fan speed had been used as the fixed hconvo and co in EQ 4.10 while o,,,, and o
data at other fan speeds were treated as numerous hconvi and o. Figure 4.5 shows the
graph of Log (hi/ho) versus Log (wi/wo).A least square calculation was used to obtain the
exponent m for each section. The results are shown in Table 4.2. See Appendix D for the
detailed calculations.
o Top section
o Middle section
a Lower section
.L.S.F.-Top
---- L.S.F.-Middle
--- L.S.F-Lower
-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0
Log (wi/wo)
Figure 4.5: Graph of Log (hi/ho) versus Log (wi/wo)
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Table 4.2: Calculated values of m and C
m C
Top dome 0.517 1.64
Vertical section 0.573 1.21
Lower section 0.486 2.41
The values of m of the top dome and the vertical section are within the expected
ranges of a typical wake flow and a parallel flow over a flat plate respectively. The values
of m indicate that the air stream is in the transition state between laminar and turbulent
flow despite low length or diameter Re numbers calculated for both sections. It is believed
that this is due to the turbulence which is induced when air flows through the condenser
coils. The wakes due to the tubes passing through the fins increase the free stream
turbulence and enhance the heat transfer from the shell. The value of C of each section is
higher than that of a typical wake flow or parallel flow over a flat plate because of the
choice of the characteristic velocity used for calculation and the unique flow field inside
the condenser casing.
Table 4.3 shows the summary of the correlations found with the defined characteristics
lengths and velocities. When applying the correlations, the fluid properties have to be
scaled appropriately for different shell and ambient temperatures. Also, 7 ,ad has to be re-
calculated using EQ 4.5. The correlations will be valid for the fan speed between 525 to
1100 rpm, where forced convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer. The
correlations can also be used as an approximation to other geometrically similar systems
such as the different sizes of the TKB outdoor condensers.
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Table 4.3: Summary of Correlation expressions
Char. Length Empirical Correlation
Top dome D = Diameter of
the dome N kon 1.64Re0517pr/3
Vertical section L = Length of the
vertical section of hconvL = .21Re 5 7 3 Pr/3
the shell NuL k .21Re Pr
Lower section L = Length of
the stubby leg NUL 'k P
-k '1e46r/
Vol. Average elevation
Char. velocity (v)=
of the section
Elevation of the fan
AreaAR
where Vol = air volume flow rate through the fan (specified as the fan capacity)
AreaAR = Area of the annular ring formed by the compressor shell and the
casing
Elevation of the fan = 16 in (for 38TKB condenser)
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(4.8)
Chapter 5
Experiment 2: The Dynamometer Test
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of the dynamometer test was to measure the steady state temperature
distribution inside a SC37 compressor at different suction conditions and motor loads. In
this experiment, the roles of the R-22 vapor and the circulating oil for the motor cooling as
well as the mixing mechanism in the upper plenum were studied. The results were also
compared to the simulations from the motor heat transfer model as a verification of the
model.
5.2 Procedures
5.2.1 Setup
Figure 5.1 shows the schematic of the experiment setup. The basic components
include an instrumented compressor, a DC motor, and a de-superheat loop. The
compressor is actually a modified SC37 compressor in which the top and bottom domes
are bolted to the cylindrical section. The scroll pump was removed and replaced with a
coupling connecting the shaft of the rotor to the DC motor which simulates the load from
the scroll pump. Inside the compressor, thermocouples were placed at varies locations,
including both the rotor and the stator of the motor, to determine the temperature
distribution. Figure 5.2 shows the map of the thermocouples locations. The description of
the locations is provided in Appendix E.
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Thermocouples leads
Figure 5.1: The setup of the dynamometer test
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Figure 5.2: The map of the thermocouples locations
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The de-superheat loop is used to reproduce different states of the R-22 vapor supplied
to the compressor. Possible variations include pressure, temperature and flow rate. Figure
5.3 shows the schematic of the loop.
Heat exchanger
Expansion
valve
Compressor
Instrumented Compressor
Figure 5.3: Schematic of the de-superheat loop
5.2.2 Measurement
In each test, the de-superheat loop was started first. The valves in the loop were
adjusted until the desired state for the R-22 vapor flowing to the instrumented compressor
was reached. Then, the DC motor was connected to a variable power supply and was
brought up, along with the rotor in the instrumented compressor, to the normal operating
speed for the compressor 1 . Then the compressor motor was turned on. After the variable
1. The normal speed of the SC37 compressor is slightly less than 3600 rpm.
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power supply was turned off, a field current was applied to the DC motor until the
specified load on the motor, in terms of the input power to the motor, was reached. The
whole setup was left running until a steady state was observed. In the experiment, the
temperature of the bottom winding end turns, which was expected to have highest
temperature, was monitored until its temperature stopped rising. When a steady state had
been reached, measurements were made and recorded. In general, it took three hours for a
steady state to be reached.
The power input to the compressor (Pin) was measured by an electric power meter and
the power output from the motor (Pout) was measured by the dynamometer placed in
between the compressor and the DC motor. The accuracies of both meters were within 3%
full scale. Thus for meter readings above 3000 W, an uncertainty of 100 W was expected.
The power loss from the compressor, which was set equal to power input minus power
output, was expected to have the same magnitude of variation.
The mass flow rate of the cold R-22 vapor supplied to the compressor was measured
by the turbine flow meter, which was placed up stream in the suction pipe. Fluctuations of
+5% in readings was observed during trials due to the disturbances generated inside the
de-superheat loop.
The thermocouple readings, in terms of mV, were measured by a multimeter. Cold-
junction-compensated circuits were used to calibrate the measurement with the
thermocouple junction at room temperature. The thermocouple readings were then
converted to the corresponding temperatures with the conversion equation provided by the
manufacturer. Note that all temperature measurements, except those on the rotor, were
made after the steady state was reached. The thermocouple leads attached to the rotor were
spinning with the rotor during the test. Thus the measurements had to be done after the
motor was stopped.
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Total bearing losses was the power measured by the dynamometer when the
compressor motor was spinning at 3500 rpm which was loaded by the DC motor. The
values was found to be in the range of 420 W to 500 W at various pressures (50 to 90 psia)
and at the vapor temperature of about 100 F inside the compressor. The average value,
460 W, was used in the simulations of the motor heat transfer model.
Heat loss through the shell (Qshell) for each test was calculated by measuring the
temperature at the various locations of the heated shell surface and using appropriate heat
transfer coefficients for each surface. The setup was placed in a air-conditioned laboratory
with negligible air movement. Heat transfer from the shell to the ambient air (Tamb) was
natural convection and radiation. An separate test was done using the setup of Experiment
1, described in Chapter 3, without the condenser fan blowing and the calculated combined
convection and radiation heat transfer coefficient for the vertical section (h) was 2.3 Btu/
hr-ft2 -F. Heat transfer coefficients for the heated horizontal plated were found to be 2.4
and 1.7 Btu/hr-ft2 -F for the upper and lower surfaces respectively using the empirical
correlations for external free convection flow suggested by Incropera [5]. Qshell could be
calculated using the heat transfer rate equation:
Qshell = hiAi(Ti-Tamb) (5.1)
where hi, Ai, Ti = the heat transfer coefficient, the area, and, the temperature of every
heated surface (i) of the instrumented compressor and the supporting stand
being heated up.
Every surface temperature was measured and its area was determined to calculate Qshell.
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5.3 Results and Discussions
5.3.1 Results from the experiment
In the experiment, a total of six tests were completed at different suction conditions
and different loads on the motor. The first five tests were done with different pressures and
mass flow rates. Test# 7.13.94-1 was done with fiber-glass insulation covered the whole
compressor to minimize the heat loss through the shell. 1 Table 5.1 is a the summary of the
results, including the energy balance and the motor losses calculations. Figure 5.4 shows
the temperature distribution of Test# 7.5.94-1. The temperature distributions of other tests
are shown in Appendix E. Note that the temperatures shown in Table 5.1 are the average
circumferential temperatures. The average temperatures will be used to compare with the
simulations of the motor heat transfer model.
Table 5.1: Summary of the results from the dynamometer test
Date 7/1/94 7/5/94 7/6/94 7/10/94 7/12/94 7/13/94
Test # 7.1.94-1 7.5.94-1 7.6.94-1 7.10.94-1 7.12.94-1 7.13.94-1
Conditions
Suction pressure psia] 90 90 90 65 65 100
Suction temperature F] 60 61.7 58.4 64 58 62.6
mdot [lbm/hr] (mass flow rate into the compressor) 59 132 264 118 194 143
Pin W] (Power input, measured from power meter) 2.51e+03 3.22e+03 3.2e+03 3.17e+03 3.11e+03 3.12e+03
Tamb F] (Ambient emperature) _0 8 7 77 79 78
Insulation no no no no no yes
Teerature meas urm. nto
Twindsm [F] (ave. windings temp) 220 1871 150 202 181 214
Toutm [F] (exit gas stream temp) 189 157 1081 149 120 159
Trotor_m (ave. rotor temp) [F] 224 18 15 20 192 224
Zerwgy balance calculations 
Pout W] (Power output, measured from dynamometer) 1.74e+03 2.28e+03 2.29e+03 2.28e+03 2.28e+03 2.28e+03
Plossl (=Pin-Pout) [W] 770 940 9101 890 830 840
mdhm (=mdot* (h_out-hsuct)) 408 674 704 518 618 750
Qshelll_m [W] 307 2601 1891 281 233 35
Ploss2 [W] (=mdh_m + Qshell_m) 715 934 8931 799 851 785
Plossl-Ploss2 (WI 55 171 91 -.1 55
((P1ossl-Ploss2)/P1ossl)*100% [%] 7.14 0.638 1.87 10.2 -.53 6.55
Motor losses calculations
Total bearing losses (measured at no load condition) 46 460 46 460 460 460
Motor losses [W] (=Plossl - total bearing losses) 310 48 45 430 370 380
(Motor losses/Pin)*100% [% 12.4 14.9 14.1 13. 6 11.9 12.2
1. With the presence of the 1 in fiber glass insulation (with heat transfer coefficient of 0.25 Btu/hr-
ft2 -F), the overall heat transfer coefficient outside the compressor dropped to 0.23 Btu/hr-ft2 -F.
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Figure 5.4: Temperature distribution of Test# 7.5.94-1
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Two major heat transfer resistances of the motor cooling appear in the present motor
configuration: the conduction temperature drop in the metal that constitutes the motor and
the convective heat transfer coefficient on the top winding end turns and the top of the
core. Observing the winding's temperature distribution for each test, the average
temperature of the bottom winding end turns (T9-12) is always higher than that of the top
winding end turns (T35-38). The decrease in temperature from the bottom to top winding
end turns showed significant amount of heat from the motor was conducted upwards. The
heat conducted to the top winding end turns was then convected to the vapor in the upper
plenum. The convective heat transfer coefficient1 (based on the exposed area of the end
turns of 0.272 ft2) is 37.5 Btu/hr-ft2 -F when the motor is operating at 3600 rpm. As the
circulation and the mixing in the upper plenum is largely induced by the shaft's
counterweight, the heat transfer coefficient is expected to be a strong function of the motor
speed.
The temperature drop from the circulating R-22 vapor stream2 at the exit of the inner
gap (T5-8) to the entrance of the outer gaps (T13-16) indicated motor heat was also
transferred through the circulating vapor stream. On the other hand, a negligible
temperature rise of the oil was observed from the lower plenum (T43-44) to the exit of the
inclined oil tube (T1) for all six tests. This showed that no significant heat was transferred
from the lower plenum, the rotor, and the upper bearing to the upper plenum by the
lubricating oil. Most of the heat was either transferred through heat convection from the
top winding end turns or the R-22 vapor stream circulating through the motor.
Additional motor cooling was done by heat convection through the shell to the
ambient air (high shell temperature versus low ambient temperature). The fraction of the
1. The calculation of the heat transfer coefficient (hW ) is shown in Appendix C.
2. The flow paths circulating through the motor compartment were described in Section 2.2.2.
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heat carried away through heat convection from the shell varied from 20 to 40% (first five
tests only), depending on the shell temperature which increased with motor temperature.
Thus when the motor was operating at a high temperature, motor cooling through the shell
could be an important factor.
Observing the temperature data for the outer gap right below the bottom hole of the
deflector plate for all six tests (T13, T19, and T39), there was almost no trace of the jet of
the cold R-22 vapor flowing down the gap. Mixing was so good that frac2 in the motor
heat transfer model was set to zero for this motor configuration. However, the values of
frac2 could be non-zero for high by-pass flows or a different geometry.
The difference in the energy balance calculations between the power meter
measurement (Plossl) and the energy gain of the suction vapor1 plus heat loss from the
shell (Ploss2) were within 100W for all six tests. The difference was within the expected
uncertainties in the power and the mass flow rate measurements.
5.3.2 Comparison with simulations of Motor Heat Transfer Model
When applying the heat transfer model, all the input variables, listed in Section 3.4,
had to be assigned. Note that for this experiment, fraco, the fraction of the cold R-22 vapor
is discharged from the suction pipe to the upper plenum, was set to one because all the
cold vapor was put into the plenum. Frac 2, the fraction of the cold R-22 vapor flows
directly down the outer gaps, was set to zero (discussed in Section 5.3.1). The convective
heat transfer coefficient of the vertical section (1.3 Btu/hr-ft 2-F) was used as h3c in the
model. The area of the compressor shell plus the modified top and the stubby legs (3.98
ft2) was used as A3 in the model. The radiative heat transfer coefficient (h3r) was assumed
to be 1.0 Btu/hr-ft 2 -F. For Test# 7.13.94-1, the overall outside heat transfer coefficient (h3)
1. Energy gain of the suction vapor was set equal to the mass flow rate of the suction vapor times
the change of enthalpies from the vapor from the suction temperature to discharged temperature.
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was 0.23 Btu/hr-ft 2 -F (see Footnote 1 at page 55) when the compressor was covered with
the fiber glass insulation.
Figure 5.7 shows the simulated temperature distribution of Test# 7.5.94-1 using the
Fortran program, along the measured temperature from the experiment. The simulation
results of the five other tests are provided in Appendix F. Note that the temperatures
compared were the average circumferential temperatures. The summary of the comparison
of the results from the dynamometer test and the simulations from the model is shown in
Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Comparison of results between the motor heat transfer model and the
dynamometer test
Test # 7.1.94-1 7.5.94-1 7.6.94-1 7.10.94-1 7.12.94-117.13.94-1
Energy balance calcuations 
Motor losses [W] (from motor model by Umans 1]) 385 482 4611 479 469 478
Total bearing losses W] (measured at no load condi 460 4601 4601 460 460 460
Ploss3 [w] (=motor losses + total bearing losses) 845 9421 921 939 929 938
(Plossl-Ploss3 ) [WI - -1 - 49 - -9
%Diff = (Plossl-Ploss3)/P1ossl*100% 9.74 -0.2'23 -o.20f -1.506 1.f93 11.67
(Ploss2-Ploss3) [W] - -3 -23 40 -7 -153
%Diff = (Ploss2-Ploss3)/Ploss2*100% -1._ - -9;. -. I .4 i
Simulations
mdh_p [W] (=mdot*Cp*(Tout-Tsuct), predicted from mo 497 714 796 682 769 907
(mdh_m - mdh_p) [W] j 9 - -9 -40 j -4 - -
%Diff = ((mdh_m - mdhp)/mdhm)*100% -2 1 -. 4 29 -1' 3.7 -'_.64 -2_.43 -2.93
Qshell_p [WI (=hA*(Tshell-Tamb), predicted from mod 348 229 1251 257 160 31.5
(Qshell_m - Qshell p) [W] -41 31 64 24 73 3.
%Diff = ((Qshell_m - Qshellp)/Qshell_m) *100% 3.3 11.92 33.86 8.541 31.33 10
Temperature predictions
Twindp [F] 226 182i 139 190 155 210
I _E -i I I(Twind_m - Twind_p) [F] j 5 111 12j 26 4
%Diff = (Twind_m-Twind_p)/ (Twind_m-Tsuct) *100% 3 . 99 12.01 8.696 21.14 2.642
Toutp [F] 215 1611 141 171 131 180
(Tout_m - Toutp) [F] - 221 2i 21
%Diff = (Tout_m-Toutp)/(Tout m-Tsuct)*100% 1 T - 1 4 i -1
I -I. I2I - i
Trotor- [F] 260 2411 941 246 210 265
(Trotor_m - Trotorp) [F] I - -02
%Diff = (Trotor_m-Trotor-p)/(Trotorm-Tsuct)*100% _  sI '. 1 -13 43 2i . 4
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QROTOR= ( / W; QCORE= -?. 3 W; QWINDINGS=
QFRIC = 1W; QI = 9 W; Qu bearinn = 175 W; QU = 275 W
frac2 (fraction to go down to lower plenum): 0
All temp. values are in [F]
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Figure 5,5: Simulated temperature distribution of Test# 7.5.94-1
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Meaure
Comparing the simulations with the measured data, the model demonstrated correct
prediction of the overall temperature distribution and the adjustment with the changes in
mass flow rate and the temperature of the suction vapor. The maximum percentage
difference in temperature prediction was 41%1 over the wide test matrix.
The predictions of the rotor temperature in the simulations were always higher than
that from the measurements. This indicated that the rotor was cooled by other means in
addition to the heat transfer to the oil stream and through the inner gap suggested in the
motor heat transfer model. Certain amount of heat from the rotor is probably transferred to
the R-22 vapor in the upper plenum through heat convection on the top and the shaft
which acts as a fin. Further analysis is needed and work is continuing.
The discharged vapor temperature (Tout) and energy gain of the suction vapor
(mdh_m)2 predicted for each test was higher than measured because the total power loss
used in the model (Ploss3) was higher than that measured from power meter (Plossl) and
that calculated from energy gain of the suction vapor plus heat loss through the shell
(Ploss2). The uncertainties in the bearing losses, the power meter, and the mass flow rate
measurements could also account the disagreement. The difference in power loss
calculations also contributes the large percentage difference in the temperature
predictions.
1. The percentage difference was the combined error of the motor heat transfer model and the
motor model by Umans [1].
2. In the model, mdh_m = hm2C p (Tou t - Tsuct).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of results
Based on the fluid mechanical model, about 20% of the cold R-22 vapor that flows
from the suction pipe was discharged through the bottom hole of the deflector plate into
the upper plenum for the SC37 compressor. The mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor
circulating through the motor due the spinning counterweight was estimated to be about
81.0 lbm/hr at the average temperature of 1400F and at a pressure of 90 psia. The fraction
and the mass flow rate of circulation are dictated by the geometry and the motor or more
precisely the counterweight-spinning speed. The amount of circulated R-22 vapor is not
very temperature dependent.
With the motor losses and suction conditions specified, the motor heat transfer model
can be used to determine the steady state temperature distribution in the motor
compartment and estimate the amount of heat transferred from the motor which is to the
suction vapor as well as to the ambient air through the shell. The model is also capable of
predicting the effects of physical dimension changes inside the compressor in terms of
temperature distribution and the amount of heat being transferred to the cold vapor. A
Fortran compressor program was written to facilitate the calculation of the temperatures
unknowns.
From the experimental measurement of the outside convective heat transfer coefficient
of the SC37 compressor in a 38TKB condenser, the convective heat transfer coefficient
was determined for different section of the compressor, as shown in Table 4.1. Empirical
correlations for each section were also determined, as shown in Table 4.3. The use of these
correlations is recommended for geometrically similar systems.
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From the results of the dynamometer test, the motor was evidently cooled by the cold
suction vapor in the upper plenum. Motor heat was conducted to the top winding end turns
and then convected to the R-22 vapor in the upper plenum. Additional motor cooling were
done by the mixing of the hot R-22 vapor stream circulating through the motor and the
cooler suction vapor in the upper plenum and heat convection through the compressor
shell to the ambient air. The results also showed that the circulating oil had little effect in
the overall motor cooling.
Comparing the results of the dynamometer test and the simulations of the motor heat
transfer model, the model demonstrated the correct predictions of the overall temperature
distribution and the adjustment with the changes in the mass flow rate and the temperature
of the suction vapor. The maximum error in a component temperature prediction was
found to be 41% over the wide test matrix. The uncertainties in the bearing losses, the
power and the mass flow rate measurements appear to be important contributors to these
errors. Work is continuing.
6.2 Recommendations for future work
The study showed that the heat convection from the top winding end turns to the vapor
in the upper plenum was the major cooling mechanism for the motor. It is recommended
that a detailed fluid analysis of the upper plenum to be conducted to determine the heat
transfer coefficient from the top winding end turns to the R-22 vapor in the plenum. The
analysis can also identifies the heat transfer process from the rotor to the vapor in the
plenum.
At present, most of the heat generated by the motor is transferred to the suction vapor.
This is thermodynamically undesirable in its effect on the compression process. It reduces
the volumetric efficiency and increases the compressor work. To cool the motor better, it
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would be desirable to have more coolant, either the oil or the R-22 vapor, circulates
through the motor and then transfers that heat directly to the ambient air. With the heat
capacity of the oil about three times more than that of the R-22 vapor, oil is the better
choice for the motor coolant. One possible improved cooling scheme is to increase the
flow of the circulating oil and then directs the oil by pouring it over the motor. The heated
oil is then pumped through an external oil cooling circuit for cooling before returning back
to the motor.
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Appendix A
Calculation of the fluid resistance of the SC 37 compressor
Flow path from the suction pipe to the scroll pump
Note: All R-22 vapor properties were evaluated at 90 °F and 90 psia. Head loss coeffi-
cients were obtained from the reference books [3] and [4].
L PQm PQm
EQ 2.6: R. = f h Am Am
' A'2 +CB90' 2
m
= 93.6 Qm [psi/ft 3/sec]
where
f=0.054 (friction factor: conservative value for turbulent flow)
L= in (duct length)
Dh=0.4 7 in (hydraulic dia. of the duct inside the deflector plate)
p=1.4 8 lbm/ft
Am=0.3 3 8 in2 (cross-sectional area of the duct)
CB90=1.5 (head loss coeff. for 90 deg. elbow)
EQ 2.7: Rg = Ke p 2
Ag
= 1.38x10 3 Qg [psi/ft 3/sec]
where
Ke=0.9 (head loss coeff. for the orifice with area ratio-0.05))
Ag=0.0658 in2 (cross-sectional area of the orifice)
Flow paths circulating through the motor compartment
Note: All R-22 vapor properties were evaluated at 140 °F and 90 psia. Head loss coeffi-
cients were obtained from the reference books [3] and [4].
P 2(1 lEQ 2.5: AP 2 (v ) R )
= 0.149 [psi]
where
p=1.32 lbm/ft 3
Vi=33.4 ft/sec (tip velocity of the counterweight)
Ri= 1.046in (outer rad. of the counterweight or inner rad. of the plenum)
RO=2.926in (inner rad. of the shell or outer rad. of the plenum)
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PQ L pQc pQ
EQ 2.10-2.12: R + R2+ R3 = K +f hh -- - + K3' --
cl c2 c3
=0.436 Qc [psi/ft 3/sec]
where
p=1.32 lbm/ft3
Acl=Ac2=Ac3=1.25 in2 (cross-sectional area of each outer gap)
Kcl=0.05 (head loss coeff. for duct contraction with area ratio-0.9)
f2 =0.054 (friction factor: conservative value for turbulent flow)
Ke3=0.05 (head loss coeff. for duct expansion with area ratio-0.9)
Dh=0.8 6 5 in (hydraulic dia. of each outer gap with semi-circular shape)
L=4.32 in (length of each outer gap)
P(2. Q)
EQ 2.13: R4 = K 4 ' 2
Ac4
= 274 Qc [psi/ ft3/sec]
where
p=1.32 lbm/ft3
Ac4=0. 144 in2 (cross-sectional area of the inner gap)
Kc4 =0.48 (head loss coeff. for duct contraction with area ratio-0.05)
TW (si( ata VT -Ac ))) A,EQ 2.14: R 5 ' (=A P) = s
Ac 5
2.Q c
= 0.112- sin (atan( 041 ) ) [psi]
where
XW=0.0621 lbf/ft3 (Shear stress generated because of the windage1)
Aw=37.5 in2 (cylindrical surface area of the rotor along the inner gap)
Ac5=0. 144 in2 (cross-sectional area of the inner gap)
VT=r=-41. 1 ft/sec (velocity of the rotor)
p (2. Qc)
EQ 2.15: R 6 = Ke6 p (2 Q
c6
= 228 Qc [psi/ft3 /sec]
where
p=1.32 bm/ft3
Ke=0.8 (head loss coeff. for duct expansion with A.R.-0.05)
Ac5=0. 144in2 (cross-sectional area of the inner gap)
1. The shear stress was calculated based on the correlation of drag-rotating (windage torque) for
enclosed cylinder with zero axial flow in Reference [4].
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Appendix B
Calculations of the heat transfer coefficients of the SC37
Compressor
Note: All correlations, unless otherwise indicated, were obtained from Reference [6].
All R-22 vapor properties are evaluated at 90 psia and Tf (film temp.) = 180 °F.
· ho (heat transfer coefficient between the rotor and the oil stream):
-modeled as internal laminar flow with constant surface temperature assuming the oil fills
the whole tube (upper limit)
hoDNu - = 3.66
ho = 17.6 Btu/ft 2 -hr-F
where
D = 0.25 in (diameter of the tube)
V = 1.83 ft/s (axial oil stream velocity; based on oil flow rate of 110 lbm/hr)
p = 54.8 lbm/ft 3 (density of the oil)
g = 16.5 lbm/hr-ft (absolute viscosity of the oil)
pV 0Re = (-) = 431 (Reynolds number; laminar flow)
k = 0.1 Btu/hr-ft-F (thermal conductivity of oil)
· h, (heat transfer coefficient in the inner gap):
-modeled as annular turbulent flow and assumed high Critical Taylor number with no
vortex formed (Reference [7])
(hl/2)DNu = 7
k
h = 40.2 Btu/ft2-hr-F
where
D = 0.035 in (2*radial clearance in the inner gap)
Vg = 17.0 ft/s (axial vapor velocity)
p = 1.19 bm/ft 3 (density of the R-22 vapor)
R = 0.0369 bm/hr-ft (absolute viscosity of the R-22 vapor)
Re = ( V) = 5766 (Reynolds Number; turbulent flow)
k = 0.00838 Btu/hr-ft-F (thermal conductivity of the R-22 vapor)
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* h2 (convective heat transfer coefficient in the two outer gaps):
-modeled as internal turbulent flow
h2Dh 0.pr o.4Nu = 0.023Rek 8Pr0 4
h2 = 3.43 Btu/ft2-hr-F
where
Dh = 0.865 in (hydraulic diameter of each outer gap with semi-circular shape)
Vg = 0.983 ft/s
Re = ( ) = 8230 (turbulent flow)
Pr = 0.87 (Prandtl Number)
* h2C (combined heat transfer coefficient between the stator core and the shell):
(h 2 c- 1A 2 - 1 + h2 c- 2 A 2c- 2)
=C A +A2c-1 +A2c-2
where
A2c-1 = 0.304 ft2 (total surface area of the "thin" outer gaps for heat transfer)
A2c-2 = 0.127 ft2 (total surface area which the core in direct contact with the
shell)
h2c_, = heat transfer coefficient in the two "thin" gaps between the stator core
and the shell
h2c-2 = contact heat transfer coefficient between the stator core and the shell in
direct contact
* h2c -, (heat transfer coefficient in the two "thin" gaps between the stator core and the
shell):
-modeled as heat conduction across the gap of 0.01 filled with R-22 vapor
k
h2c- 1 = 
=10.1 Btu/ft 2 -hr-F
where
L = 0.01 in (average length of the "thin" gaps)
k = 0.00838 Btu/hr-ft-F (thermal conductivity of the R-22 vapor)
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· h2c-2 (contact heat transfer coefficient between the stator core and the shell in direct
contact):
-modeled as contact heat transfer with a pressure of 488 psia, assuming at shrink fit
of 0.001 in negative interference)
1
h2c- 2 = 
= 714 Btu/ft2-hr-F
where
Rc = 0.0014 ft2-hr-F/Btu (contact resistance of carbon steel with pressure 488
psia and high surface roughness (3320 rms) from Reference [31)
· hwc (contact heat transfer coefficient between the windings and the core):
-modeled as direct contact conducted through a layer of plastic wrap (0.02 in) and
assumed the copper wires are closed packed against the core
K
h = '
wc L
= 240 Btu/ft2 -hr-F
where
L = 1.67x10-3 ft (thickness of the plastic wrap between the windings and the
core)
Kpl = 0.4 Btu/ft-hr-F (thermal conductivity of the plastic material)
* h3 (combined heat transfer coefficient between the shell and the ambient air):
h3 = h3c + h3 r
where
h3 c, h3 r = convective and radiative heat transfer coefficient respectively
* h3c (convective heat transfer coefficient between the shell and the ambient air outside)
-the value was obtained from Experiment 1
h3 c = 4.13 Btu/ft2 -hr-F
· h3 r (radiative heat transfer coefficient between the shell and the ambient air outside)
-modeled at radiation between two surfaces at two different temperatures and used
reduced form of the Stefan-Botlzmann Law
h3r = £ ( Ts+ T) ( T2 + To2)
h3r = 1.25 Btu/ft 2-hr-F
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where
a = 1.73x10-9 (the Stefan-Botlzmann constant)
e = 0.9 (emissivity of the painted surface)
Tg = 570 *R (surrounding temperature)
Ts = 600 °R (shell temperature)
· hw, (convective heat transfer coefficient from the top winding end turns to the vapor)
-modeled as internal turbulent flow with the vapor spinning stirred by the counterweight
Nu = kh= 0.023Re. 8Pr0. 4
k
hw, = 37.5 Btu/ft2-hr-F
where
Dh = 1.71 in (hydraulic diameter of the vertical cross section of the upper
plenum)
Vg = 22.8 ft/s (average spinning vapor velocity in the upper plenum)
Re= (pVg) = 3.75x10 5 (turbulent flow)
· hW2 (heat transfer coefficient from the bottom winding end turns to the vapor)
-modeled as internal annular turbulent flow
h,,DNu= = 0 O.023Re.8 Pr. 4k
hw2 = 1.60 Btu/ft 2-hr-F
where
D = 1.5in (radial clearance between the bottom winding end turns and the shell)
Vg = 0.436 ft/s
Re = ( -) = 6327 (turbulent flow)
· h, (heat transfer coefficient between the upper plenum and the shell)
-assumed to be the same as h
h. = 37.5 Btu/ft 2-hr-F
· h, (heat transfer coefficient between the lower plenum and the shell)
-assumed to be the same as hw2
h, = 1.60 Btu/ft 2-hr-F
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Other related values to be used in the motor heat transfer model:
A0 = 0.0236 ft2 (cylindrical surface area of the oil tube for heat transfer with the rotor)
Al = 0.248 ft2 (cylindrical surface area of the rotor for heat transfer with the vapor in the
inner gap)
A2 = 0.165 ft2 (total surface area of the core for heat transfer with the vapor in the two
outer gaps)
A3 = 1.3 ft2 (outside surface area (vertical section) of the shell for heat transfer)
Awl = Aw2 = 0.272 ft2 (effective surface area of the exposed winding end turns)
Aw = 0.381 ft2 (effective area of windings-to-core for heat transfer approximated by the
cylindrical area enclosed by the middle windings)
Au = 0.654 ft2 (surface area of the shell in contact with the upper plenum)
A1 = 0.590 ft2 (surface area of the shell in contact with the lower plenum, including the oil
sump)
ml =81.0 lbm/hr (mass flow rate of the R-22 vapor circulating through the motor, obtained
from the fluid mechanics model)
Cg = 0.19 Btu/lbm-F (average specific heat of the R-22 vapor)
io =110 lbm/hr (mass flow rate of the oil flowing up the included oil tube inside the shaft,
obtained from Ray DeBlois of UTRC)
Co = 0.47 Btu/lbm-F (specific heat of the oil)
Q1 = 10 W (heat generated from the lower bearing; data obtained from the Carrier
Corporation)
Qu_bearing = 175 W (data obtained from the Carrier Corporation)
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Appendix C
Fortran computer program for the motor heat transfer model
C ·*
c* *
c* *
c* *
c * MIT-Carrier Project *
C* *
c * Motor Heat Transfer *
c * Model (Version 19) *
C**
c * Patrick Leung *
c* *
c * August 8, 1994 *
C*
c This is a Fortran program for the motor heat transfer model. With the
c input of loss of each motor's component and T-suction,
c the program can compute the temperature distribution of the motor
c compartment.
c The subroutine format of this program is written to be implemented to the
c compressor system model main2e.
c
program progl9
c
c Define variables:
c
c INPUTS:
c
c qO = heat generated from the upper bearings to the oil in CV1 [Btu/hr]
c ql = heat generated from the rotor loss [Btu/hr]
c q2 = heat generated from the core loss [Btu/hr]
c q3 = heat generated from the windings loss [Btu/hr]
c q4 = heat generated between the rotor and the stator - windage [Btu/hr]
c q5 = additional heat input to the lower plenum (CV7) [Btu/hr]
c q6 = additional heat input to the upper plenum (CV8) [Btu/hr]
c tsuct = temp. of the suction vapor [F]
c fracO = fraction of cold vapor which is discharged through the bottom hole
c of the deflector [%]
c frac2 = fraction of the cold vapor (after being discharged through
c the bottom hole of the deflector) to be mixed in CV9
c mO = mass flow rate of the vapor flowing from the suction pipe [lbm/hr]
c ml = mass flow rate of the vapor circulating through the motor [lbm/hr]
c m2 = mass flow rate of the suction vapor flows through the bottom hole
c of the deflector [lbm/hr]
c cg = specific heat of the R-22 vapor [Btu/lbm-F]
c hO = heat transfer coefficient between the rotor and the oil stream
c hl = heat transfer coefficient in the inner gap [Btu/hr-F ft^2]
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c h2 = heat transfer coefficient in the outer gaps [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c h2cl = heat transfer coefficient in the outer "thin" gap
c the stator's core and the shell [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c h2c2 = contact heat transfer coefficient between the stator's core
c and the shell which is in closed contact [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c h2c = heat transfer coefficient between the stator's core and
c the shell [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c (= (h2cl*a2cl+h2c2*a2c2)/a2c)
c h3c = convective heat transfer coefficient between the shell and
c the ambient surrounding the compressor [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c h3r = radiative heat transfer coefficient between the shell and
c the ambient surrounding the compressor [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c h3 = equ. heat transfer coefficient in the region between the shell and
c the ambient air surrounding the compressor [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c (= h3c+h3r)
c aO = cylindrical are of the oil tube for heat transfer
c al = eff. area of the rotor and the stator in contact with the gas
c in the inner gap [ftA2]
c a2 = total surface area of the core for heat transfer with the vapor
c in the two outer gaps [ftA2]
c a2cl = total surface area of the "thin" outer gaps for heat transfer
c [ftA2]
c a2c2 = total surface area which the core in direct contact with the
c shell [ftA2]1
c a2c = total surface area between the core and the shell for heat transfer
c [ftA^2
c (= a2cl+a2c2)
c a3 = surface area of the shell in contact with the ambient air
c hwl = heat transfer coefficient from the top winding end turns to the vapor in
c the upper plenum [Btu/hr-F ft^2]
c hw2 = heat transfer coefficient from the bottom winding end turns to the vapor in
c the lower plenum [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c awl = effective surface area of the exposed top winding end turns
c the upper plenum [ftA2]
c aw2 = effective surface area of the exposed bottom winding end turns
c the lower plenum [ftA2]
c hwc = contact heat transfer coefficient between the windings and
c the core [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c awc = effective area of windings-to-core interface: cylindrical area
c enclosed by the middle windings [ftA2]
c hu = heat transfer coefficient between the upper plenum and the shell
c [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c hl = heat transfer coefficient between the lower plenum and the shell
c [Btu/hr-F ftA2]
c au = surface area of the shell in contact with the upper plenum [ftA2]
c al = surface area of the shell in contact with the lower plenum [ftA2]
c mo = mass flow rate of lubricating oil [lbm/hr]
c co = specific heat of the lubricating oil [Btu/lbm-F]
c
c OUTPUTS:
c
c tO = temp. of the oil coming out CV1 [F]
c tl = ave. temp. of the rotor [F]
c t2w = ave. temp. of the stator's windings [F]
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c t2c = ave. temp. of the stator's core [F]
c t3 = ave. temp. of the compressor's shell [F]
c t4 = temp. of the ambient air surrounding the compressor [F]
c tgl = ave. temp. of the vapor in the inner gap [F]
c tg2 = ave. temp. of the vapor in the outer gaps [F]
c tugl = ave. temp. of the gas coming out the inner gap to
c the upper plenum [F]
c tug2 = temp. of the vapor/oil leaving CV9 and flowing down the outer gaps [F]
c tug = ave. temp. of the vapor in the upper plenum (CV8) [F]
c tig = ave. temp. of the vapor/oil in the lower plenum (CV7) [F]
c tlg2 = ave. temp. of the vapor/oil leaving the outer gap to the lower
c plenum [F]
c htg = total energy of the suction vapor [Btu/hr]
c htoc = heat convection from the shell to the outside ambient air [Btu/hr]
c htor = heat radiation from the shell to the outside ambient air [Btu/hr]
c Variables declarations
double precision qO,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,tl,t2w,t2c,t3,t4,
&tgl,tg2,tug,tlg,tsuct,mO,fracO,htg,htoc,htor
c Input the values for each known variables
qO=175*3.413
ql=97.0*3.413
q2=96.7*3.413
q3=191*3.413
q4=4.
q5=9*3.413
q6=275*3.413
t4=80.
tsuct=60.
mO=525.
fracO=0.2
c Calling subroutine mht to do the computation
call mht (qO,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,t4,tsuct,mO,fracO,
&tl,t2w,t2c,t3,tug,tlg,tgl,tg2,htg,htoc,htor)
c Print out results
write(*,*) "tl, t2w, t2c, t3 =",tl,t2w,t2c,t3
write(*,*) "tug tlg =",tug,tlg
write(*,*) "tgl tg2 =",tgl,tg2
write (*,*) "htg htoc htor=", htg,htoc,htor
write (*,*) "fraction to the gas=", (htg/(htg+htoc+htor))
stop
end
c Subroutine mht: compute temperatures unknowns
subroutine mht (qO,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,t4,tsuct,mO,fracO,
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&tl,t2w,t2c,t3,tug,tlg,tgl,tg2,htg,htoc,htor)
c More variables declarations
double precision qO,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,tl,t2w,t2c,t3,t4,tgl,tg2,
&tug,tugl,tug2,tlg,tlg2,tsuct,mO,fracO,
&frac2,mo,ml,m2,co,cg,hO,hl,h2,h2a,h2cl,h2c2,h2c,h3,h3c,h3r,
&aO,al,a2,a2a,a2cl,a2c2,a2c,a3,hwl,hw2,awl,aw2,hu,au,hl,al,
&hwc,awc,htg,htoc,htor,d
integer n,np
double precision a(12,12),b(12),indx(12)
c Additional input variables
ml=81.
m2=mO*fracO
frac2=0.
cg=0.185
hl=40.2
h2=3.43
h2cl=10.1
h2c2=714
h3c=1.3
h3r=1.
al=0.248
a2=0.165
a2cl=0.304
a2c2=0.127
a3=3.98
hwl=37.5
hw2=1.9
awl=0.272
aw2=0.272
hu=37.5
au=1.24
hl=1.9
al=.59
mo=11O
co=0.47
hwc=240
awc=0.381
hO=17.6
aO=0.0236
c Compute h2c and h3
h2c=(h2cl*a2cl+h2c2*a2c2)/(a2cl+a2c2)
a2c=a2cl+a2c2
h3=h3c+h3r
c Transforms the system of equations into matrix format
c and calculate all the unknowns by computing the inverse
c of the matrix (subroutines ludcmp and lubksb were copied from
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c Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN computer files by Press)
c Input the size of the matrix
n=12
np=12
c Initiate matrix a and y(indentity matrix)
do 11 i=l,n
b(i)=O.
do 12 j=l,n
a(i,j)=O.
12 continue
11 continue
c Input coefficients for each a(i,j) based on the system of equations
a(1,1)=hO*aO/2.+mo*co
a(1,2)=-hO*aO
a(1,10)=-mo*co+hO*aO/2.
a(2,1)=-hO*aO
a(2,2)=hl*al+hO*aO
a(2,5)=-hl*al
a(3,2)=hl*al
a(3,3)=hl*al
a(3,5)=-2*hl*al
a(3,8)=-ml*cg
a(3,10)=ml*cg
a(4,3)=hl*al+hwl*awl+hw2*aw2+hwc*awc
a(4,5)=-hl*al
a(4,7)=-hwl*awl
a(4,10)=-hw2*aw2
a(4,12)=-hwc*awc
a(5,4)=h2*a2
a(5,6)=-2*h2*a2
a(5,9)=mo*co+ml*cg
a(5,11)=-mo*co-ml*cg
a(5,12)=h2*a2
a(6,3)=hw2*aw2
a(6,4)=hl*al
a(6,10)=-mo*co-ml*cg-hw2*aw2-hl*al
a(6,11)=mo*co+ml*cg
a(7,1)=mo*co
a(7,3)=hwl*awl
a(7,4)=hu*au
a(7,7)=-m2*cg*(-frac2)-ml*cg-hwl*awl-hu*au
a(7,8)=ml*cg
a(7,12)=-mo*co
a(8,7)=-m2*cg*frac2+ml*cg
a(8,9)=-ml*cg-mo*co
a(8,12)=mo*co
a(9,3)=hwc*awc
a(9,4)=h2c*a2c
a(9,6)=h2*a2
a(9,12)=-hwc*awc-h2c*a2c-h2*a2
a(10,5)=1.
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a(10,8)=-0.5
a(10,10)=-0.5
a(11,6)=1.
a(11,9)=-0.5
a(11,11)=-0.5
a(12,4)=-h2*a2-h3*a3-h2c*a2c-hu*au-hl*al
a(12,6)=h2*a2
a(12,7)=hu*au
a(12,10)=hl*al
a(12,12)=h2c*a2c
b(l)=qO
b(2)=ql
b(3)=-q4
b(4)=q3
b(6)=-q5
b(7)=-q6-m2*cg*(1-frac2)*tsuct
b(8)=-m2*cg*frac2*tsuct
b(9)=-q2
b(12)=-h3*a3*t4
c Call subroutine ludcmp and lubksb to compute the unknowns b's
c by finding the inverse of the system matrix
call ludcmp(a,n,np,indx,d)
call lubksb(a,n,np,indx,b)
c Get all the unknowns
tO=b(l)
tl=b(2)
t2w=b(3)
t3=b(4)
tgl=b(5)
tg2=b(6)
tug=b(7)
tugl=b(8)
tug2=b(9)
tlg=b(10)
tlg2=b(ll)
t2c=b(12)
htg=m2*cg*(tug-tsuct)
htoc=h3c*a3*(t3-t4)
htor=h3r*a3*(t3-t4)
c Subroutine end and return to main program
return
end
c This is the subroutines to solve the system of equations by finding
c the inverse of the system matrix
c (copied from Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN computer files by Press)
SUBROUTINE ludcmp(a,n,np,indx,d)
INTEGER n,np,indx(n),NMAX
double precision d,a(np,np),TINY
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PARAMETER (NMAX=500,TINY=1.Oe-20)
INTEGER i,imax,j,k
double precision aamax,dum,sum,vv(NMAX)
d=1.
do 12 i=l,n
aamax=O.
do 11 j=l,n
if (abs(a(i,j)).gt.aamax) aamax=abs(a(i,j))
11 continue
if (aamax.eq.O.) pause 'singular matrix in ludcmp'
vv(i)=1. /aamax
12 continue
do 19 j=l,n
do 14 i=l,j-1
sum=a(i,j)
do 13 k=l,i-1
sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j)
13 continue
a(i,j)=sum
14 continue
aamax=O.
do 16 i=j,n
sum=a(i,j)
do 15 k=l,j-1
sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j)
15 continue
a(i,j)=sum
dum=vv(i)*abs(sum)
if (dum.ge.aamax) then
imax=i
aamax=dum
endif
16 continue
if (j.ne.imax)then
do 17 k=l,n
dum=a(imax,k)
a(imax,k)=a(j,k)
a(j,k)=dum
17 continue
d=-d
vv(imax)=vv(j)
endif
indx(j)=imax
if(a(j,j).eq.O.)a(j,j)=TINY
if(j.ne.n)then
dum=l./a(j,j)
do 18 i=j+l,n
a(i,j)=a(i,j)*dum
18 continue
endif
19 continue
return
END
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c (copied from Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN computer files by Press)
SUBROUTINE lubksb(a,n,np,indx,b)
INTEGER n,np,indx(n)
double precision a(np,np),b(n)
INTEGER i,ii,j,ll
double precision sum
ii=0
do 12 i=l,n
ll=indx(i)
sum=b(ll)
b(ll)=b(i)
if (ii.ne.0)then
do 11 j=ii,i-1
sum=sum-a(i,j)*b(j)
11 continue
else if (sum.ne.0.) then
ii=i
endif
b(i)=sum
12 continue
do 14 i=n,1,-1
sum=b(i)
do 13 j=i+l,n
sum=sum-a(i,j)*b(j)
13 continue
b(i)=sum/a(i,i)
14 continue
return
END
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Appendix D
Data of Experiment 1
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Appendix E
Data of Experiment 2: measured temperature distributions
84
TC# LOCATION
PLATTEN OIL DRAIN .- , :L ;.JFlPEN TO OiL STr FEA!1
AT ELECT. FEED-'THL : 5 JPEN TO GAS s rREAM
180 DEGREES FROM #2 L35 OPEN 'nO GAS STREAM'1
CENTER OF INLET X OPEN TO GAS STREAM
GAP ID A-A Z=7.00 X=O OPEN TO GAS STREAM
GAP ID A-A Z7.00 Y=90 OPEN TO GAS STREAM
GAP ID A-A Z=7.00 -X=180 OPFEN TO GAS STREAM
GAP TD A-A Z7.0O -Y-270 OFEN TO GAS STREAM
LRB TURN A--A 7=2.25 X=O OV'ERiED WITH LUE
10 SML. TURN A--A .Z=825 Y=90
11 LR T A-A Z=8. 5 -X=180
12. SPnL TN A-A Z=8.25 -Y=270
13: STAT OD--A Z=7.00 XY.
14- STAT OD-A-A Z7.00 Y=90
15 STA OD A-A Z=7.00 -X=180
16&- STA D A-A Z=7.00 -Y'=-270
17- ROTOR TOP END
18: ROTOR LOWER END
19- STAT I-B-B Z=4.875 X=O
2Q. STA ID B-B Z=4.875 Y90
21. STA ID B-B Z=4.87 -X=180
22- STA ID -B Z=4.87 '-Y=270
23 : GAP" ID B13-- =4.875'X C=
24- GAPi ID --B3 Z=4.175 Y=90
25" GAP ID -B Z=4.87-X-180
2&6.:- GAP ID.B-B Z=4.87 -Y=270
27- 3BBGAP B-8 Z=4.875 X=O
COVERED WITH LUE
COVERED Wli T: GLUE
COVERED WITH GLUE
OPEN TO GAS TREAM
OPEN TO GAS STREAM
OPEN TO GAS STREAM
OPEN TO GAS '3 rREAM
COVERED WITH GLUE
COVERED
COVERED
COVERED
COVERED
COVERED
IOPEN TJ
jPEN TO
OPEN Tj
OPEN TO
OPEN TI
WITH GLUE
IN INSUL
IN INSUL
IN I NSL IL
[N NSUL
GAS TQEAi4
GAS 'E TAr;EAi
GAS STREAM
GAS STREAM
GAS TREAM
SML .GAP -B =4.875 Y=90 OPEN TO GA;S STREAM
BB GAP 3B-B =4.87 - . J 180 OPEN TO AS STREArl
SM-GAP 6-8 Z=4.87 - Y270 LOPEiN TO GAS S i'rAM
STA ID C-C Z2.75 X=O OPEN TO IGA S' RE iCAM
STA ID C-C Z=2.75 Y=90 OPEN TO GAS STREAM
STA ID C-C Z=2.75 -X-180 OPEN TO GA*S STREAM
STA ID C-C Z=2.75 -Y-=270 OPEN TO GAS .REAM
LRB"TRN C-C Z=1.5 X=O COVERED 1.ITH L.UE
SM URN C-C Z=1.5 ¥Y=90S COVERED WITH GLUE
LBSTURN C-C Z.-t.5 -.- 180 COVERED WITH GLUE
SM TRN C-C Z=1.5 --Y=270 COVERED WITH GLUE
l6 -AP.C-C Z=2.75 X=0 OPEN TO GAS STREAM
SM'GAP C-C Z=2.75 Y-90 OPEN TO GAS STREAM
BB GAP C-C Z=2.75 -X=180 OPEN TO 13AS STREAM
SM-GAP C-C Z=2.75 -Y=270 OPEN TO GAS STREAM
LOWER tiGR HOS C-C Z'. 75 OPEN TO OII ST - EAM
180 FROM #43 =. 75 OPEN 'ro l'IL TiREAM
OD STA B- Z=4.67 -Y=270 COVERED WITi4 L.UE.
OD STA -B Z4.875 Y90 COVERED w I TH GLUE
OUTSIDE -8 Z=4.875 X COVERED Wl r! GLiUE
OUTSIDt. B-B Z=4.875 Y90 COVERED WiTH GLUE
OUTSID B-B Z=4.87 -X;180 COVERED WITH 6LUE
OUTSID B-B Z=4.873 .-1r.-'70 COVERED WITH ULUL
ORTTDOM1 I.IMP r. .; / - .! . c ,: EN I rC Itt 'I-TrFILE!
CL orf ROTlF( 8- ",4,s4. i'75 C: VEI::Ei; wJl'i 4 (t.1LIE'
..; OUT r. . ,-
72 OUT t(1 I: ' i
72 Dl'UT BED Tr1
75 OUT BOTTOM
66 OUT nOTTOM
& 6 0t JT 8{jT:/Ii
,-,6 Cl4T Cil ':,iti
Z. OUT DUI'F OM
6;85 OUT B' rTOM
68 OUllT rc -TTOM
68 OUT Cl TrOM3
70 O.LJT OTT r;M
70 OUT SOTTOM
70 tUT Bo't tM-
70 OUT DO.; . -iM
25 OUT ROTOR OF-
.0 OUT ROTOr TOP
75 OUT EOTTOM-
75 OUT EBLTTOII1
75 r;: i 7'C-; j tl']M
75 C3!T tiTTOri '7i, our ir :':3:
76-O U'r )BflTOM
7 iRJT BOTTOM7& OUT [rlrwtOM
a 0UU'I I (TOM
/4 OUT BOTTOM
74 -OLT BOTTOM
74-OUT BOT'.rinM
74 -: 1 .T BL:' i, i-
I 3 O1.UT ti. :i 'r 1,
6l O.iT E,'OrrO?60 OUT BOTTOM
60 OUT TB3TTOM
bO OUT EPO'TOM
,Z. OU.T IOT'1 OM
58 OUT -A3:1,tnM
b5; !.T }<0T]0t1
65 OUT BOTTOM
56 OIJTSIn': SHD.:'._
*:.-'- O'T RSI )F: SHi I.
: . , T rr- IDi ;-i;- .L.
.. 4 OUT F .'I: ,:'
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: Time: Test #:
Notes:
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Comparison with the motor heat transfer model
Test #: 7, /. 94- -
QROTOR= q7 P
QFRIC = 1W; Q = 9
frac2 (fraction to go
All temp. values are
W; QCORE= P'. 7 ; QWINDINGS=
W; Qu bearing = 175 W; Qu = 275 W
down to lower plenum): 0
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Comparison with the motor heat transfer model
Test#: 7. . - /
QROTOR= / ' 3
QFRIC = W; Q = 9
frac2 (fraction to go
All temp. values are
W; QcoRE = W,~ ; QWINDINGS=
W; Qu_bearing = 175 W; Qu = 275 W
down to lower plenum): 0
in [°F]
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Legends: Simulation:
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Comparison with the motor heat transfer model
Test #: 7, o, 4 - /
QROTOR= W; QcoRE = 3 3 W; QWINDINGS=
QFRIC = 1W; Q = 9 W; Qubearing 175 W; Qu = 275 W
frac2 (fraction to go down to lower plenum): 0
All temp. values are in [°F]
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Legends: Simulation.
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Comparison with the motor heat transfer model
Test #: 7. t[.9, '4 - /
QROTOR= 1/g W; QCORE= 87. W; QWINDINGS=
QFRIC = 1W; Q = 9 W; Q bearing = 17 5 W; Qu = 2 7 5 W
frac2 (fraction to go down to lower plenum): 0
All temp. values are in [F]J
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Comparion with the motor heat transfer model
Test#: 713 4-' /
QROTOR= /3 W; QCORE= o. 4 W; QWINDINGS=
QFRC = 1W; Q = 9 W; Q bearing = 175 W; Qu = 275 W
frac2 (fraction to go down to lower plenum): 0
All temp. values are in [°F]
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Appendix F
Data of Experiment 2: Comparison with the simulation results
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: -/ / 4- Time: / g ; Test : 7.f ( '-
Notes:
* = below the bottom hole of the deflector plate
- = bad thermocouple
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: 7/ / 4- Time: ½ ,_ >m ~ w
Notes:
Test #: 7 ,b ?4
* = below the bottom hole of the deflector plate
- = bad thermocouple
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: 7//v/94
Notes:
Time: Test#: 57. / ; -
-l
* = below the bottom hole of the deflector plate
- = bad thermocouple
oil: 9
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: '7/ 3 / ~ Time: ~ -o O 
Notes:
* = below the bottom hole of the deflector plate
- = bad thermocouple
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MIT - Carrier Program
Dynamometer Test
Temp Distribution Data Sheet
Date: 7/,- I/1+ Time: '- ; ,a- o H
Notes:
* = below the bottom hole of the deflector plate
-= bad thermocouple
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